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Who We Are

Our Clients
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MYL is a market leader in the translation, editing and copy writing 
business. 
We employ 220 linguists and supply their talent to high-growth 
markets in Asia. 

We manage the entire recruitment process and quality control. 
Our aim is to match our Clients’ needs exactly with specialist linguistic 
skills. 

Our goal is to enable our Clients to communicate perfectly in multiple 
languages.
Our strategy works: we produced another set of record results in 2010. 
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Our Services
Multilingual Translation
A range of multilingual translation services, from human to statistical 
machine translation and a hybrid of the two, is all managed through a 
Client’s own online account.

We specialise in translation in the �ields of �inance, medical and law, 
but we do of course offer a whole lot more.
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Our Services
Editing and Copy Writing
English, Chinese and multilingual editing of important documents 
returned in 4, 6, 24 or 48 hours, or across an entire organisation in 
real time for a �ixed monthly fee.

Plus creative copy for brochures, websites, speeches, annual reports 
and more written by MYL’s industry experts.
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Results

92
People

Number of linguists employed

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

116

170
220 220

13,820
Platform

Number of jobs processed 

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

16,133
20,199 20,670

23,581

84.55%

Performance

Annual Translation Sales Growth  (Compound: 2006-2010 = 32.11%)

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

39.34%
14.47%

-1.45%

23.64%

13.10%

Pro�its

Return on Shareholders’ Equity (Average: 2006-2010 = 30.93%)

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

57%
35.47%

17.68% 18.30%
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In Perspective
At MYL, we have a strong conviction that our most important asset is the one 
that does not appear on our balance sheet: our people.  We got a chance to put 
our theory to the test in 2009 when we decided to go against conventional 
wisdom and not only retain all of our staff during the deep economic 
slowdown, but also hire more people instead.  

I’m pleased to report that, in 2010, our strategy paid off: sales increased 21% 
to a record high and unaudited pro�its before tax rose 21%, which delivered an 
18.3% annual return on our shareholders’ equity.  From an operational 
perspective, our 2010 results simply would not have been possible if we had 
been spending a large chunk of our time playing catch-up by having to recruit in the positions we had 
downsized the year before.

Planning for pro�itable growth
Consistently growing a business’s top line revenue whilst ensuring robust pro�itability is not as 
straightforward as you might think.  In fact, over the years we have come to realise that most companies 
don’t come close to achieving it.  We have found that the way to deliver consistent sales growth and a 
high return on shareholders’ equity is to have a �inely tuned growth and pro�it model that plans and 
controls speci�ic outcomes. The models that have worked well for us are shown below.

Focused execution
The other area we focus on incessantly is: execution.  Discipline and intense focus on execution screens 
out distractions and ensures that complacency doesn’t creep in. Every member of MYL’s staff has their 
own personal “dashboard” which keeps them focused on delivering exactly what our strategy 
determines that they need to. It also enables managers to make stretch goals that fully engage and challenge 
staff to deliver improved results.

Existing 
Accounts
Strategy

New Business 
Strategy

New Services

Incremental
Improvements

Double Digit Growth
(12-18%)

MYL Revenue Model

50%

30%
10%

10%

Sales Growth 
(12-18%
CAGR)*

Margin
Improvement 

Shareholder 
Dividends

Share
Buybacks

High Return on Equity 
(15-20%)

MYL Pro�it Model

*Compound Annual Growth Rate
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A strong performance on an individual staff member’s dashboard catches the eye of divisional leaders, 
and this enables them to identify talented people and promote them quickly.  It also enables them to spot 
weaknesses and gives them an early heads-up on poor performance.

But that’s all in the past Gerry, what about the future?
In 2011, you are going to see more service offerings from us that embrace the ongoing evolution in 
technology within our �ield.  We are offering more Translation Memory services, which means that, the 
more a Client uses us, the better the consistency, the faster the turnaround and the lower the price.  In 
other words: more for less.  We think that this is a strategy that both existing and new Clients will 
appreciate.

We are also rolling out Statistical Machine Translation, post-edited by human translators, delivering 
massive leaps in productivity as turnaround times get shorter and costs to Clients are reduced.  Savvy 
buyers of translation services are already integrating our translation machines and making giant leaps in 
productivity in the process.  Talk to us today about building a bespoke statistical translation machine for 
your business.

Join the discussion, shape our services 
As usual, these new and enhanced services have been designed and built around what our Clients have 
told us they want and our thanks goes to these people, or what we call our Client Advisory Panel (please 
get in touch if you’d like to join in the discussion).  By being entrepreneurial at the point of contact with 
Clients, we have been able to build a Company that produces growth in sales and pro�its year after year 
after year (Armageddon in 2009 being the one exception where sales fell 10%).
  
Finally, we have decided to dedicate this year’s cover of our annual report to our Clients.  The �lags 
represent the 55 countries in which they are based and the text sums up how we feel about the business 
they entrust to us.  Our thanks also, as ever, go to our loyal staff and supportive shareholders.

Gerry Ball 
Founder & CEO

In Perspective

Shareholders
Dec 31, 2010
G. Ball       83.01%
M. Lawes      7.87%
M. Pitcher    6.85%
T. Soderberg    1.28%
A. Yip     0.99%

Total     100%

Dec 31, 2009
76.16% 
6.85% 
7.87%
6.85% 
1.28%          
0.99%         

100% 

G. Ball   
Silver Fox Inc.  
M. Lawes 
M. Pitcher   
T. Soderberg    
A. Yip      

Total 
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Quality Perspective
Philip Wong 
Associate Director, Existing Accounts

My job is to work out how to retain and grow revenues from our existing 
Clients.  The retention part boils down to one thing: quality.  This is why we 
believe that the sales team plays an integral role in the quality control process.  
We achieve this by establishing online systems that enable Clients to respond 
immediately when quality does not meet their expectations and by putting 
processes in place that ensure that the sales support team can proactively 
gather intelligence on Client satisfaction. 

Growing revenues from existing Clients requires a different approach, but quality forms the foundation 
for that growth as, without complete Client satisfaction, we have found that sustainable growth is 
awfully dif�icult to achieve.  In order to grow sustainably, we have to ensure that we are attracting the 
best linguists we possibly can, paying them well and giving them the latest software tools to enhance 
their productivity and skills.   

Having the con�idence to win
Our quality control processes begin when our operations team �ields job applications from linguists 
and run all the way through to post-sales service calls.  This creates a self-reinforcing feedback loop 
from Client to salesperson to linguist and back to the Client in the form of enhanced quality.  By being 
thorough throughout the entire process, our sales staff have the con�idence not only to go out and win 
deals, but also to deliver real consistency once Clients are in the door.

Finally, I would like to share with you a comment I received during a conversation with a Client this 
past year; he said: “Quality is what the Client says it is.”  I took this as a reminder that, while we do a 
very good job of delivering high-quality services in the marketplace, we must always be humble 
enough to remember that quality is ever-changing because it is our Clients that set the standard in this 
department, not us.
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Client Management Perspective
Simon Damodaran
Chief Operations Of�icer

When we sit down for sales strategy meetings each quarter, it never ceases to 
amaze me that one of the �irst things that comes out of a salesperson’s mouth 
is: how can we be sure that we can maintain quality?  I’m surprised because I 
always expect them to say: how can we generate higher revenues?  At MYL, we 
have learned over the years that, if we get the quality part of the jigsaw right, 
then higher sales revenue seems to take care of itself. 

The strategy is working.  In 2010, we processed a record number of translation, editing and copy writing 
jobs, over 23,000 in all, or 90 each business day.  But we don’t come to work to try to be in the Guinness 
Book of Records and we don’t think that, just because we are able to complete jobs on time and to a high 
standard, that there’s no more work to do.  On the contrary, we are constantly looking to grow our 
business by tightening the quality screws further still.

Simon gets out more than most COOs
In 2010, my dry-cleaning bill spiked as I spent more time wearing a suit and meeting our Clients in order 
to understand more deeply what they want from a Language Service Provider.  The clear message I 
received is that our Clients are looking for just two things, in this order:

1. Quality;
2. Greased lightning job turnaround time. 

We have already developed strategies for 2011 around these deliverables, as follows:
1. New Translation Memory Software to aid consistency (and lower costs);
2. Same day turnaround for jobs less than 500 words in length;
3. Real-Time Statistical Machine Translation post-edited by human translators, which lowers turnaround   
     time by 70% (you did say you wanted it faster). 

These new technologies are designed to enhance both quality and speed; with them, we are poised to add 
even more value for our Clients, something that we believe will lay the foundation for future sales growth 
for many years to come.
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Case Study

Using scale to reduce cost 
Client: The world’s largest independent fund management organisation.

Client Objective
To engage one translation provider in the Asia-Paci�ic region to enhance consistency, 
while simultaneously reducing translation costs by pooling group-wide translation 
requirements and obtaining bulk discounted translation rates.

Strategy
Provide free testing of the typical documents that need to be translated on an ongoing 
basis and share the results with local decision-makers in each market to get their input 
on tone and quality.  Develop a set of style and brand guidelines for translators to follow 
exactly.  

Results
By using MYL’s enterprise website portal, our Client has empowered staff across the 
region to send translation requests to a dedicated team of translators in their core target 
languages of Traditional and Simpli�ied Chinese, Japanese and Korean.   

Using style guides, MYL’s translators ensure that technical terms and the names of our 
Client’s products are translated consistently according to approved guidelines.

Finally, MYL’s Translation CONNECT programme, which calculates volume discounts 
based on monthly usage across the entire organisation, has provided average monthly 
savings of 18% from MYL’s translation rate card.* 

*In 2010
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Case Study

Managing translation the smart way
Client: Shangri-La International Hotels Management Ltd.

Objective
Shangri-La.com provides comprehensive information about 
the group’s 69 hotels around the world and acts as a booking 
engine for its customers.  With the high cost and low reliability 
of maintaining in-house translators, the Digital Marketing 
team needed a fast and reliable solution to translate daily 
updates of the site into Simpli�ied Chinese for its growing 
Chinese clientele.

Strategy
Armed with a style guide from the Digital Marketing team, MYL began an extensive 
process of translation testing to select two suitable translators to manage the project.  
Translators were chosen based on style, subject matter expertise and availability for 
quick turnaround.  After receiving approval of the translator selection, the Client 
provided the translators with training so that they could directly access the Client’s 
Content Management Systems (CMS). 

MYL’s online job submission portal was leveraged by enabling the Client to submit 
requests through mylGlobal.com.  The translator could then access the CMS and complete 
the translation of material directly to Shangri-La.com.  In addition, MYL designed a 
simple monthly billing process so that the Client would receive a single itemised invoice 
each month for all translation requests. 

Results
By using MYL to standardise all website translation, Shangri-La now has a single team of 
translators completing material in real time.  Since MYL’s translators work directly in the 
Client’s CMS, the amount of time spent administering changes has been cut by 50% due 
to eliminating the need to capture content from the website for submission and then 
re-entering the translated content on completion.  Finally, MYL’s Translation CONNECT 
programme, which calculates volume discounts based on monthly usage across the 
entire organisation, has provided average monthly savings of 18% from MYL’s translation 
rate card.   

About Shangri-La
Shangri-La Hotels and 
Resorts is Asia Paci�ic’s 
leading luxury hotel 
group and regarded as 
one of the world’s 
�inest hotel ownership 
and management 
companies. 
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Case Study

New technology to enhance productivity
Client: Colliers International.

Objective
Colliers originates signi�icant amounts of valuable content in 
Simpli�ied Chinese from its large network of of�ices in 
Mainland China.  Our Client was looking for a reliable and 
scalable solution that would enable its staff to outsource the 
translation of some of this content into English without 
incurring the usual translation costs.

Strategy
MYL began working with the Colliers Marketing and Communications team to store large 
amounts of previously translated Simpli�ied Chinese to English documents.  These 
documents, together with style guides, were uploaded to a sophisticated database to 
create a bespoke statistical machine translation (SMT) engine.  

We then combined the SMT engine with our online job submission portal 
(mylGlobal.com) to enable Colliers staff to upload translation requests in real time.  This 
system was designed to produce instantaneous machine translation that could be post 
edited by Colliers staff or by MYL’s post-translation editors.  The translation engine is 
refreshed each time a document is post edited, creating a continuous feedback 
mechanism that enhances the quality of the translation engine output each time a job is 
completed.

Finally, our Client stressed the importance of having an invoicing system that could track 
individual usage at the of�ice and department level so that they could have signi�icant 
oversight on costs.

Results
After a pilot-test involving key stakeholders in the project, Colliers approved the launch 
of the service to over 50 users in their Mainland China of�ice.  Their staff now have the 
option to execute translation at approximately 50% of the regular cost of human 
translation and in 50% of the time, freeing up Colliers staff to focus on more high pay-off 
strategic initiatives. 

About Colliers
Colliers International 
is one of largest 
commercial real estate 
services companies in 
the world with 15,000 
professionals 
operating out of more 
than 480 of�ices in 61 
countries.
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Case Study

A homegrown company speaking to an international audience
Client: A statutory corporation that provides technology-driven infrastructure and 
support facilities to local and multinational organisations. 

Objective
With a world-class information and communications infrastructure, along with 
leading-edge of�ice, laboratory and production facilities, our Client looks to attract the 
best scientists, technologists and enterprises from around the world to its facilities.  In 
order to communicate this message to the international community, the Publicity and 
Communications team was in search of a vendor that could provide professional English 
and Chinese writing services in a reliable and cost-effective manner. 

Strategy
MYL’s Sales and Operations teams compiled a comprehensive brie�ing package of the 
Client’s requirements and began the search for linguists who could properly convey the 
Client’s message.  MYL proposed working with a bilingual copywriter, �luent in both 
Chinese and English, so that the same project did not have to be worked on by two 
different people, thereby substantially reducing the Client’s costs.  Following successful 
completion of thorough testing, site visits were arranged for the selected writer to give 
him a better understanding of the background and facilities. 

MYL, our Client and the copywriter then worked closely to create and implement a 
detailed, bilingual style guide to be used for all work.  Finally, the cost for recurring 
projects were set and a �ixed hourly rate for additional requirements was established 
where the Client can be billed per project rather than via a costly retainer agreement.  
The rates were then contractually agreed to by MYL and the Client, providing them with 
cost certainty and consistency for all of their writing projects for years to come. 

Results
Our Client now has access to a professional, bilingual English and Chinese copywriter at 
a fraction of the cost of employing a full-time employee.  As the same writer is used for 
each project, and since MYL and our Client dedicated time to the �inalisation of a style 
guide at the beginning of the relationship, the Client is able to produce a consistent 
message without having to spend countless hours editing the writer’s work.   
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